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ABSTRACT

Particular emphasis is placed on the technology of plasma discharge

ion sources which utilize solid elemental or molecular compounds to produce

vapor for the ionization process. A brief discussion is made of the ele-

mentary concepts underlying the formation and extraction of ion beams from

plasma discharge sources. A limited review of low charge state positive

ion sources suitable for accelerator use is also given.
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1. Introduction

The numbers and varieties of heavy ion sources used in conjunction with

the various types of acceleration systems has rapidly increased in recent

years due to the interest in heavy ion beams for industrial production

applications, basic and applied scientific research, as well as their tra-

ditional use in electromagnetic isotopes separation processes. The diversity

of beam requirements and the widely differing chemical and physical properties

of the materials necessary for the generation of the ion beams has prevented,

to date, the design of an ideal universal positive ion source. However, ion

sources exist today which are capable of producing low charge positive ion

beams of every element in the periodic chart with sufficient intensities to

meet the requirements of most users.

Ions may be produced from neutral vapors by the interaction of photons,

electrons, ions, and static or high frequency electric fields with atoms and

molecules which make up the vapor or by surface ionization phenomena. The

predominant method for producing a highly ionized medium from which intense

beams of positive ions can be extracted is by creation of magnetically

directed or confined electrical (plasma) discharge which is supported wholly

or in part by a gaseous vapor which contains the material of interest. This

method is universal in that any ion species can be created and therefore is

the method most often used in the design of versatile heavy ion sources for

the production of intense ion beams. In this report, emphasis will primarily

be placed on the discussion of the physics, chemistry and technology

associated with plasma discharge sources because of their universal character.

Other methods of ion production which have a more limited ion generation

range, such as surface ionization sources will receive less attention.



Ian sources are indepensible to the operation of accelerators and have

been used in such programs for many years. The ion source not only produces

the ion beam upon which the acceleration process relies but, more often than

not, is the most troublesome component in the acceleration system. In fact ,

the degree of success of a particular accelerator related program depends

substantially on the performance of i ts ion sources in terms of intensity,

s tab i l i t y , and l i fet ime. For example, lifetime limitations in plasma dis-

charge sources are largely due to the corrosive and errosive processes

necessary for ion generation. Many universal heavy ion sources are required

to operate at elevated temperatures with corrosive and reactive vapors which

may severely l imi t the lifetimes of the materials of construction. By the

very nature of the plasma generation process, cathode lifetimes in arc plasma

discharge sources are l imited, principally by physical sputtering and in many

cases, by a combination of physical sputtering and chemical reaction processes.

Source performance, in terms of intensity and s tab i l i ty , may be affected by

such factors as choice of feed material, material feed rates, mode of source

operation, and sk i l l of the operator.

Due to the indepensable nature of the ion sources to accelerator related

programs, and the technological complexities associated with the generation of

adequate intensities of a wide variety of ion species with diverse chemical

and physical properties, ion sources and their technologies have been the

subject of several review articles. They have also been included as a

principal subject in several ion source or ion beam related conferences, and

the subject of very large numbers of publications on specific sources in the

open l i terature. An early review of the subject was made by Von Ardenne )
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which principally describes the duoplasmatron source. A review article by

Gabovich^) is dedicated to more universal, high temperature heavy ion sources.

Gabovich also has authored a book3) solely devoted to the subject of the physics

and technology of plasma type ion sources. A discussion of the chemistry and

technology of heavy ion sources was made by Freeman and Sidenius ). Dearnaley

et al. ) devote an extensive and rather comprehensive review article to the

subject of heavy ion sources used in ion implantation processes. Wilson and

Brewer included an extensive section to heavy ion sources in their book on

"lor. Beans with Applications to Ion Implantation" ). A review Of positive and

negative ion sources suitable for accelerator use w?s made by Alton ) which

includes, among other subjects, a discussion of the basic physical processes

involved in the formation and extraction of ion beams from plasma ion sources

and methods of vapor transport. Green has written a detailed article on the

subject of high intensity ion sources in which emphasis is placed on the physics
o

and ion optics of these sources ). A general review art ic le by Sidenius i n -

cludes a large number of review references on the subject and describes the
Q

principles of operation of several types of sources ). Several conference

proceedings exclusively devoted to the subject have been published " ) and

other conference proceedings, such as those concerning electromagnetic
1c on 91

isotope separation processes ~ ), ion implantation ), ion bombardment of

solid surfaces ), and ion beam related conferences ) contain articles on the

subject. The reader is referred to these and the references contained within

for specific information on the emission properties and constructional de-

tai ls of specific heavy ion sources.

In this report, emphasis wi l l be placed on the physics, chemistry, and

technological aspects of high intensity, low charge state positive ion

sources suitable for accelerator use. Most of the material w i l l deal with

plasma discharge sources because of their versat i l i ty of species generation
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capabilities. The large number of ion sources, which are being used with

the many types of accelerators in existence, prevent a comprehensive survey

of the ion sources and their technology, therefore, an effort will be made

to concentrate on ion sources which have a capability of producing a variety

of low charge state positive heavy ion beams.

2. Plasma Discharge Sources

2.1 VAPOR TRANSPORT METHODS

The technology for producing copious intensities of every element in

the periodic chart exists today and has been developed principally by electro-

magnetic isotopes separation groups. The success of the isotope separation

process depends heavily on the reliability of the ion sources used. The

sources must operate steadily for long periods of time at elevated temperatures

with a wide variety of corrosive and reactive materials. Invaluable in-

formation on the techniques and desired feed materials has been complied as

a result of many years experience by isotopes separations groups " ).

Plasma discharge ion sources have varying degrees of species generation

capabilities depending on whether or not they are equipped with an oven for

solid material vaporization. Duoplasmatron, radio frequency, and cold

cathode Penning type sources are designed for gaseous and high vapor pressure

liquid feed materials. However, with certain modifications these sources

have been successful in extending the range of icn species capabilities

by incorporating sputter probes or ovens.
27More universal type sources, such as the Scandinavian )

circular aperture source and the calutron ), magnetron ' ) ,
32

and Freeman ) s l i t aperture sources, and their several variations have
controllable temperature capabilities of 300° < T < 1100°C. These sources



can also be equipped with sputter probes for producing beams of the Pt-Pd

groups of elements.
28

The hollow cathode source developed by Sidenius ) can also be de-

scribed as a universal ion source and has a much broader temperature range

(2QQ"C - 2000°C) which permits direct vaporization of many elemental

materials.

In order to maintain a stable discharge, a minimum pressure between

10" and 10" Torr is required. The methods used to produce the minimum

pressure depend on whether the material has an adequate vapor pressure in

the controllable temperature range of the source. Vapor can be delivered

to the ionization chamber of an ion source by feeding gaseous and high vapor

pressure liquid materials from an external reservoir, by internal vaporization

or sublimation of solid materials, or by sputtering from probes mounted in

the discharge.

Control difficulties may be encountered with low temperature solids

because of heat conduction or radiation from the discharge or hot cathode to

the oven. For such materials, heat sinks or radiation shields are often

used in order to prevent thermal feedback so that the vapor flow can be

controlled adequately. Another technique which can be used is to restrict

the flow rate by designing a long low conductance transport tube from the

source oven to the ionization chamber. The transport tube may be designed

by applying either the Poiseuille or Knudsen flow formulas depending on

whether the mean free path x of the particle is less than the radius of the

tube a or not

F(Par^j1es) = g $ £ (Poiseuille flow; X « a) (1)
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F(particles) = 2* a3 ( M T } * JP, (Knudsen flow. x >> a) (2)

where F is the number of gas atoms/molecules flowing per second from a tube

of radius, a, and length, i, ? = (P-| + V^i/Z is the average pressure in the

tube, AP = P~ - Pi is the pressure drop across the tube, T is the temperature

of the oven, k is Boltzmann's constant, n is the viscosity of the gaseous

vapor, and M is the atomic or molecular weight. The mean free path of course

can be computed from the expression x = \jJl n0ird0
2 where nQ is the number

of atom/molecules per unit volume of atomic or molecular diameter dQ.

High Vapor Pressure Materials. Approximately 10% of the elemental materials

are gases at room temperature and therefore are easily metered into the dis-

charge chamber by means of a needle valve or other precision control devices.

Several other gaseous or liquid high vapor pressure molecular compounds

exist which may be introduced in a similar manner. Such materials are highly

desirable from the standpoint of ion source operation.

Low Vapor Pressure Materials, Approximately 23% of the elements wlr'ch are
_3

liquid or solid at room temperature have vapor pressures of the order of 10

in the controllable temperature range of most sources (300-1100°C) which are

equipped with provisions for vaporizing the material internally. Materials

which cannot be vaporized in elemental form often exist in molecular form and

can be vaporized directly in the source oven. The direct vaporization of

solid material requires precise temperature control. Because of the time re-

quired to reach thermal equilibrium, instantaneous changes in vapor flow

rate cannot be made and source operation is therefore more tedious.



Chemical Synthesis. The technique of chemical synthesis of volati le materials

in the ion source eliminates some of the d i f f icu l t ies associated with direct

vaporization of solids. This method consists of passing a highly reactive

gas over the heated elemental materials or their oxides to form more

readily volati le compounds. The process can be controlled precisely by ex-

ternally adjusting the flow rate of the reactive gas. The choice of a suitable

reactive gas, of course, depends upon the chemistry of the reactants. A

halogenating compound such as CCl̂  can be used with many elemental metals or

their oxides. The oven temperature need not be precisely controlled but must

be operated at a temperature sufficiently high to ensure the rapid and complete

removal of the products of the reaction.

One of the most significant advances in the technology of ion beam

formation has come as a result of applying the internal synthesis technique

to the platinum and palladium groups of metals. Previously these materials

had to be vaporized in very high temperature sources or by sputtering from

probes mounted in the ion source discharge due to the lack of stable compounds

of these materials suitable for ion source use. In the past few years,

workers in Russia ) and Oak Ridge ) have developed the halogenation

technique for forming intense beams of these elements. The scheme used at

Oak Ridge is i l lustrated in f i g . 1. The technique consists of passing C1F3

over the heated metal which is situated directly beneath the discharge. The

vapor feed line and ionization chambers are made of nickel metal which becomes

passivated after exposure to fluorine. Ion beam intensities of 10-30 mA of

the elements have been extracted from an ion exit aperture of 4.0 x 114 mm

(typical extraction voltage VEx s 50 kV). The lifetime of the source cathode

which is a heated tantalum filament (^ = 4.5 mm), in general exceeds 40 hours.



2.2 FEED MATERIALS FOR ION GENERATION

Several factors should be considered before selection of a feed

material for the desired ion species including: 1) the corrosive nature

of the feed material in relation to the exposed components of the source

which operate at elevated temperatures; i . e . feed material container, vapor

transport tube, ionization chamber, ion extraction aperture, etc. (The

use of the chemical synthesis technique (halogenation) can quickly errode

components of stainless steel which operate at elevated temperatures; 2)

the required ion current; (Usually, the highest ion current of the particular

element of interest can be realized whenever the feed material is in i ts

simplest form; i .e . elemental or diatomic molecular compounds contain a

higher percentage of the desired ion beam component. Plasma discharge

sources generally operate under space charge limited conditions — unwanted

ions from the other molecular constituents are therefore in competition with

the desired species.); 3) the compatibility of the feed material vapor

pressure with the temperature range of the source. Consideration must also

be given as to whether higher intensities which might be realized by the

vaporization of solid elemental or simple molecular compounds and the

necessary precise oven temperature control and operator interaction outweighs

the advantages gained by using a high vapor pressure liquid or gaseous

compound which can be regulated by a simple needle valve but produces

perhaps lower intensities.

A l i s t of feed materials which have been determined experimentally

over a period of many years by electromagnetic isotopes separations groups

is given in Table 1. The data were almost all taken from the compilations

of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory isotopes separation group who have

accumulated more data of this type than any other group in the world ).
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Also included are calutron ion source average feed rate data, average and

maximum magnetically analyzed current densities for each of the elements

processed in the Oak Ridge isotopes separation program. The average current

density data are averages of the maxima associated with all separation

series which often involve several isotope separators - operating over a

period of many months. The highest current density associated with all of

the separations of a given element was taken as the maximum. (The purpose

for displaying these data is to provide the reader with information for

scaling and perhaps predicting outputs and feed rates for slit type sources
30 31 32such as the magnetron ' ) , Freeman ) , and other variations of the calutron

source — all of which produce essentially the same plasma densities and have

approximately the same material utilization efficiencies.) Comparison of

extracted current densities must take into consideration differences in the

extraction voltages and electrode spacings of the sources because of the

space charge limited flow behavior of plasma discharge sources. Typical

calutron source data are: extraction potential difference: V£ = ̂ 50 kV;

electrode spacing: 1.75 cm; and aperture area: 4.8 x 127 mm2.

2 . 3 MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

Materials for ion source components should be selected on the basis of

their compatibility with the functional and operational requirements. The

components may be required to operate for extended periods of time at elevated

temperatures in very corrosive and errosive environments such as those which

exist in plasma discharge chambers or they may only be used as support struc-

ture components which may operate at moderate temperatures in non-corrosive

environments. Among the properties which may or may not be important in the
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selection process are: mechanical strength, thermal conductivity, thermal

expansion compatibility with mating components, machinability, corrosion

resistance to feed materials, sputtering characteristics, cost, availability

and dielectric properties in the case of insulators. Generally speaking,

there are no ideal materials for construction which are low in cost, easy

to machine, and will operate at elevated temperatures in corrosive environ-

ments. However, there are several materials which meet most of the

operational requirements satisfactorily. A few of the commonly used materials

are listed below.

Copper: Copper is widely used for electrical conductors and in non-corrosive

and non-errosive environments due to its excellent electrical conductivity,

heat transfer, and machinability properties. However, the material is very

soft, reacts chemically rather easily and has a high sputtering coefficient.

It should be considered for use for components which operate at temperatures

T <_ 900°C in non-corrosive areas and where it is not exposed to ion bombardment.

High Density Carbon: This material is very often used for fabrication of

medium (T <_ 1100°C) and high temperature (T <_ 3000°C) ion source components

such as discharge chambers, feed material containers, ovens, heating elements,

extraction apertures, electrodes, etc. It has excellent machining charac-

teristics and is surprisingly tough and durable. The material does not

react at fast rates with corrosive feed materials, has a low sputtering co-

efficient and can be operated at elevated temperatures. On the other hand,

it does occlude gases when exposed to air and subsequently gases badly during

ion source start up. Groups I and II elements tend to diffuse rather rapidly

into the material at elevated temperatures which after extended periods of

operation can lead to mechanical degradation of the material.
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Stainless Steel: Staii.iess steel is commonly used for components which

operate at moderately low temperatures such as the vacuum flange, extraction

electrodes and other support structures. It may also be used for discharge

chambers, feed material containers, extras don apertures, electrodes, heat

shielding etc. in sources which operate at temperatures £llOO°C. The

material has excellent mechanical strength and good machinability properties

but reacts rapidly at elevated temperatures, especially with the halogens.

Niokel, lvons and Mild Steel: Iron and mild steel, because of their magnetic

properties are almost exclusively used for magnetic flux circuitry and

magnetic field flux concentration such as in the uno and duoplasmatron ion

sources. Nickel is also magnetic and should not be used in bulk quantities

in areas where magnetic field distortions might affect source operation and

performance. However, it is an excellent coating material for protection

against chemically active feed materials such as the halogens because it

tends to passivate after halogen exposure. It has good machining properties

and can be operated at temperatures T <_ 2000°C.

Molybdenum: Molybdenum is a refractory material and an excellent choice for

ion source components which operate at temperature T <_ 2000°C. It can be

machined more easily and is lower in cost than other refractory metals and

therefore can be used to fabricate various ion rource parts such as ion-

ization chambers, extraction apertures, heat shielding, etc. It appears to

chemically errode slowly in applications where it is exposed to active feed

materials. It also does not crystalize as badly and become as brittle as

does tungsten.
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Tantalum: Tantalum is also a refractory material and can be operated at

temperatures T _< 26QQ°C. The material can be machined relatively easily

and therefore has been used for various ion source components which operate

at high temperatures. I t has been used, for ionization chambers, ex-

traction apertures, heat shielding, etc. and is used widely as material for

hot or cold cathodes. It is very susceptible, at elevated temperature to

chemical reactions with nitrogen, oxygen, and other corrosive feed materials.

Tungsten: Tungsten is also refractory and can be operated at temperatures

T <_ 3000°C. It is one of the best choices and most widely used filament mate-

rials . However, i t is usually brit t le and has poor machining characteristics.

It also tends to crystalize and break easily after high temperature usage.

Tungsten is susceptible to reactions with oxygen but seems to resist halo-

genation better than most materials at elevated temperatures.

Platinum, Gold: These materials are used sparingly because of their high

cost and poor mechanical strength. They are the best choice, however, in

terms of their corrosive resistance to chemically active feed materials.

They can be used as protective coatings for components which are susceptible

to chemical corrosion and errosion. Applications should be made at tem-

peratures T £ 1000°C for gold and T <_ 1600°C for platinum. Both materials

sputter easily and should not be used in heavy ion bombardment situations.

Rhenium: Rhenium is very costly but is used occasionally for hot cathode

materials and surface ionization applications, etc. It reacts slowly with

the halogens but does react with oxygen at high temperatures.
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Insulators: There are several insulating materials available for ion source

use including alumina, quartz, boron nitride and machinable glass materials.

Alumina is the most predominantly used high voltage insulator because of i t s

excellent dielectric properties. It also is the choice for high temperature

applications.

For lower temperature applications, boron nitride is frequently used be-

cause of its excellent machinability. However, i t is very soft and has poor

mechanical strength. I t will react with corrosive feed materials when exposed

at elevated temperatures. At very high temperatures (T <_ 2000°C) i t begins

to decompose. It also picks up moisture readily when exposed to air and

subsequently out gases badly during source start up.

In recent years machinable glasses have been made available which can

be machined in almost any configuration. They also can be threaded but are

very br i t t le and therefore are subject to easy breakage. The recommended

upper temperature limit is ^ T <_ 1QOO°C for unstressed use.

2.4 ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN ARC PLASMA DISCHARGES

Ions may be produced from neutral vapors by energetic photons, electron;*),

or ions with energies above the threshold for ionization of the medium. The

principle method for producing a highly ionized medium from which intense

positive ion beams can be extracted is by creation of an electrical dis-

charge in the gaseous vapor. The discharge is most generally effected by

electron impact or high frequency electric fields, although high power

laser technology is rapidly advancing and other resonance ionization processes

may be used in the future. In this report particular attention will be given
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to sources which utilize heated filaments to initiate the discharge, since

this particular type of source continues to be the most commonly used and

most versatile of existing sources due to their wide range of ion species

capabilities. Less attention will be given to high frequency and Penning

discharge sources, since they ore limited as far as species versatility is

concerned.

Ion Source Configurations —Discharge I?viiiaticn. In arc plasma discharges,

the discharge is initiated and sustained by accelerating electrons whS;h are

thcnriionically emitted from a heated cathode to energies above the threshold

for ionization of the gaseous vapor. The discharges are almost always

directed by a magnetic field - usually oriented parallel to the direction

of electron acceleration with a few exceptions such as the magnetron ' )

or Freeman ) sources where electron acceleration is perpendicular to the

auxiliary magnetic field.

Figure 2 illustrates two commonly used discharge configurations. Note

that the ions are extracted in a direction parallel to the discharge or

perpendicular to the direction of the discharge. The former method is often

referred to as an axial or end extraction geometry while extraction

perpendicular to the discharge axis is often referred to as a side or radial

extraction geometry. The end extraction geometry is compatible with circular

extraction apertures while the side extraction geometry permits extraction

from the length of the plasma column from slit type apertures. The vaporous

material, which must be introduced at a rate sufficiently high to sustain a

stable discharge is metered as a gas or high vapor pressure liquid or from

an adjacent oven. The side extraction geometry is that of the calutron ion

source developed in the early 1940's for the electromagnetic separation of
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29the isotopes of uranium ) while the geometry shown in fig. 2 is the

orientation employed in axial geometry configurations such as the
?7Scandinavian source" ).

The ensemble of complex physical and chemical processes, which are in

dynamic equilibrium in stable discharges containing chemically active elements,

make detailed analysis and understanding of such media difficult, if not

impossible. Several investigations have been made of hot filament generated

discharges over the years which have provided the basic information which

has led to our present understanding of such processes (e.g. Bohm at at. ) ,
36 37

Almen and Nielsen ) , and Chavet ) ) . However, these studies, by using simple

noble gases in the investigations, avoided the additional compexities

associated with typical discharges in heavy ion sources which may involve

simultaneously several different chemically active elements. The following

discussion of the fundamental processes which take place in hot filament

generated discharges is principally based on the results of the comprehensive

studies made during the early days of the development of the calutron ion

source ).

The discharge in hot filament sources is initiated and sustained

primarily by thermionically emitted electrons from the heated filament which

are accelerated to energies sufficiently high to produce ionization of the

medium. The emission current density is given by the well-known Dushman-

Richardson equation

j(A/cm2) = A(l-r) T2 e~*/kT (3)

where A is a constant with value A = 120 A/cm , r is the reflection coefficient

at the metal surface, T is the absolute temperature, <j> is the work function of

the metal and k is Boltzmann's constant. From the equation, we can readily
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see that high work function metals must be heated to higher temperatures than

those with lower work functions for equivalent currents. In practice, the

emission current may not reach the saturation value predicted by Eq. (3)

because of space charge effects. However, theoretical values can be achieved

i f the cathode and anode potential is suff iciently high so that electrons

are extracted as fast as they are emitted. In the case of a plasma discharge

situation, the theoretical value can be achieved by positive ions arriving at

the filament which can neutralize space charge effects.

In i t ia t ion of an arc discharge is accomplished by introducing a small

amount of gas or vapor into the discharge chamber at flow rates high enough

to °stablish an adequate pressure in the anode-cathode region and by

accelerating the electrons to an energy sufficient to ionize a fraction of

the vapor. In this way a medium with plasma-like properties is Droduced.

Plasma Characteristics — Sheath Formation. A plasma is defined as a neutral

or quasi-neutral isotropic distribution of positive and negatively charted

*'ons and electrons at constant potential. The condition that the plasma be

quasi-neutral requires that the number of positive charges per unit volume,

n+, be approximately equal to the number of negative charges per unit

volume, n- or n+ s n-. I f i t is assumed that the plasma is made up of n

electrons per unit volume and n+ singly charged positive ions per unit volume

then the condition may be expressed as n+ s n .

One of the most important characteristics of a plasma is that i t attempts

to preserve i ts f ield-free interior from external perturbing forces by es-

tablishing a double layer or sheath around insulated probes placed in contact

with the plasma. At the plasma sheath boundary the electric f ield must be

zero since a potential drop of significance cannot be maintained ty the
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plasma. Under space charge limited electron current conditions, the field

near the filament is also zero. Because the electric field is maintained

between these points of zero potential, there must be equal numbers of

electrons and fens. The electrons are concentrated near the filament and

the ions near the plasma boundary. Figure 3 illustrates the formation of a

double layer surrounding a hot filament. The potential drop is maintained

between the two distributions - the electrons being attracted by the ions -

the ions by the electrons. Because of the greater masr of the ions, the ion

moves more slowly and thus a lower ion current is required to maintain space

charge neutrality.

Under space charge limited flow conditions with no plasma boundary

present, the electron current would approximately follow the familiar
38Langmuir ) space charged limited flow formula for a planar diode

<*)W &1 (4)
e

where q is the electronic charge, m is the electronic mass, V is the

potential drop between cathode and anode and d the electrode spacing.

In the presence of a plasma, the sheath thickness is greater than it

would be for a sheath containing only positive ions. This is due to the

fact that the electrons rcJuce the space charge in the sheath so that a

greater distance is required to adsorb the potential drop. The actual

sheath thickness according to Bohm35) is give.i by

§
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The sheath thickness given by x is increased by the factor e over that

for the case of a ion sheath containing only positive ions of mass M. For

For the case of maximum electron current, the constant is approximately

7.36 )- Equation (5) assumes that the f ie ld terminates abruptly at the

plasma boundary. However, from classical electrodynamic theory, we know

that static fields penetrate into the plasma-dropping off exponentially to

a depth 6 given by

t £_ ( 5 )
plasma u ;

1 /2where u> = (4irne/m ) , e is the plasma frequency, ng is the plasma density,

m is the electronic mass, and e is the electronic charge. For laboratory
12 14

observed plasma densities corresponding to n 10 -»• 10 , the f ie ld

penetration depth w i l l be of the order of 5 to 0.5 mm but drops off ex-

ponentially to this depth. Figure 4 i l lustrates schematically the potential

distr ibution in the sheath region. Because of the penetration of the f ie ld

into the plasma, positive ions at depth 5 are accelerated toward the

cathode. A schematic of a plasma discharge i l lustrat ing penetration of

the external f ie ld to a depth s is shown in f i g . 5. Bohm, after solution

to Poisson's equation, arrives at the fact that ions must reach the plasma

sheath with a kinetic energy of at least half of the plasma electron

temperature

Ti > l T e (7)
which is of the order of 1 eV [ref. ~~;J.

Stable Discharge Criteria caid Ion Formation. In order to maintain a stable

discharge, the relationship between electron, j , and ion current density,

j+ , flowing across the sheath must satisfy the following inequality
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i < v ( [ l 1 / 2 j + (8)
e

where M and m are the masses of the positive ions and electrons respectively

and y is a correction factor which varies with the state of the cathode and

has values between T/2 and 2/3 ). Equation (8) is referred to as the
39Langmuir criterion for a stable discharge ).

The Langmuir criterion provider an upper limit for the electron current

density emitted by the filament. When the ratio of positive ions arriving to

electrons leaving the filament falls below the limit imposed by Eq. (8), the

discharge will become very unstable and eventually go out. The rate of

generation of positive ions is directly proportional to pressure and therefore,

there is a critical pressure below vhich the condition imposed by Eq. (8)

does not hold.

The probability of creating a positive particle in a discharge of arc

current density, j"a, is given by

a j 2/qv
P = 1 - e ' a ° (9)

where a., is the cross section for ionization, i is the average distance

tra/eled by a neutral atom of mean velocity vQ in the discharge and q is

the magnitude of the charge on the electron. Therefore, the rate of ion

generation in terms of current density is

n v
2 ^ do)

After steady state conditions have t,ten reached, the rate of ion

generation is just balanced by the rate at which ions leave the column.

From Eq. (7), the ion current density arriving at the sheath edge is
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j + = q n+ (-^ ) 1 / 2 . (11)

If we assume that the field penetrates to a distance 6 into the plasma, and

losses occur with equal probability at each end, then the fractional loss at

the ends of the column j + |. (loss) (see fig. 5) is qiven by

The fractional rate of loss of ions across the magnetic f ie ld through

diffusion processes (after Bohm )) is given by

j + l ( l o s s ) * 4 q n + | ( - / ) 1 / 2 (13)

where p is the characteristic distance at which the ion density n+ drops to

1/e of its value in the column.

After equating the rate of loss to ion generation and utilizing the

Langmuir stability criterion, we obtain expressions for the minimum flow

rate f, the minimum neutral density n and the minimum pressure p . necessary

to maintain at stable discharge. They are

if (16)
u i i i i ^ ^ i b. ^ r

- 8 o 1/2where vQ = (-̂  - ~ ) "• has been used for the average thermal velocity of the

neutral atoms and the arc current density j, has been equated to j_.
a 6
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Minimum pressures for stable discharge generally lie between 10" and

10 Torr for most ion sources. However, the radio frequency source generally
-2 -1requires pressures between 10 and 10 Torr.

2.5 THEORETICAL ESTIMATE OF THE CATHODE LIFETIME

In heavy ion sources, the cathode lifetime is more often than not the

limiting factor which determines the sustained length of source operation.

The nature of the ion generation mechanism which produces sputtering of the

cathode and various chemical reactions which the cathode may be subjected to,

errodes away the cathode. In most cases, the principle mechanism which

eventually wears the filament or cathode to the point of breakage or arc

extinction in the case of cold cathode sources, appears to be that of

physical sputtering. However, high concentrations of oxygen severely reduces

the lifetime of filaments made of chemically active elements such as Ta and W,

etc.

A formula can readily be derived which relates cathode lifetime to the

physical properties of the cathode materials by using the previously discussed

elementary concepts in conjunction with the applicable Sigmund formula ) for

sputtering. In this analysis, the wear mechanism is assumed to be solely due

to physical sputtering.

The amount of material from the cathode removed per unit time depends

on the rate of positive ion bombardment and sputtering ratio.

dN

d£ dt7?r SCatoms]. (17)

Singly charged fons bombard the cathode with an energy T equal to the sum of

the energy received across the plasma sheath plus the energy of arrival at
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the sheath edge, T.

T a = qVa; T, « \ Te; Tp . qVp . (IS)

In the previous expression, V is the discharge voltage, Tfi is the electron

temperature of the plasma (̂ 2 eV), and V i-. the plasma potential (typically

5 -20V). The range of potential differences over which most hot or cold

cathode discharges operate is between 30 _< Va <. 1000V. In the range of

cathode bombarding ion energies, the sputtering ratio S is linearly related to

the ion energy by the Sigmund formula ) for low energy sputtering

S[atoms/ion] = j L 1—1 « 3 gX qV (19)

o o
where a is a function of the ratio of target to bombarding ion mass nu/m,

which has been numerically calculated by Sigmund ) and experimentally ex-

tracted from sputtering data by Andersen ). X is given by

4M,M,
(20)

and U is the heat of sublimation of the cathode material.

The arc current density j is the sum of the ion and electron current
a

densities
j a = Je + j+ • (21)

Using the Langmuir criterion for a stable discharge, we obtain an expression

for j+ in terms of j
a

J+ = ~ = • (22)
1

Thus

dt J+ H

where A is the area of the cathode.
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The rate of loss per unit time is given by

^ o - 3 ox 1 g
dt " 4ir2 (iviys;) po

so that

a a

where p is the density of the cathode material and dx is the differential

volume of the material being sputtered.

Figure 6 shows the theoretical upper limit of a few equidiameter cathode

materials subjected to uniform argon bombardment predicted from eq. (24) for

the indicated source and filament parameters. The theory does not take into

account the influence of the neutral particles which continually strike t'-2

surface and reflect or impede the sputtering process. As we know a fraction

of the cathode material may subsequently become ionized and accelerated back

to the cathode which would tend to increase the sputtering in this case - this

is not taken into consideration. The equation appears to predict lifetimes

which agree reasonably well wixn those experienced in practice. In reality

the filament probably never or rarely wears completely through by sputtering

but often breaks due to melting as a result of ohmic heating after having been

worn thin by ion errosion. Because of the several factors which determine

the length of cathode lifetime — lifetimes vary widely with nominal values for

Tg and W filaments ranging between 25 and 100 hours depending on the discharge

parameters and types and concentrations of chemically active materials in the

discharge.

The choices of filament materials are "jery limited and no ideal material

exists. (The ideal material should have a high melting temperature, a very

low sputtering ratio and be chemically inert.) The filament cross sectional

area, length, and resistivity at the operation temperature determine the total
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resistance of the filament which in turn specifies the minimum power required

to drive the filament to the desired temperature. Because of the different

resistivities for the various cathode materials, the filame.it diameters will

be different for equal resistance values so that the actual lifetimes will

be affected. For example, the resistivity of tantalum is M.75 that of

tungsten so that a tantalum filament is increased in diameter relative to that

of tungsten filament for equivalent resistances and thus the relative lifetime

is increased.

2.6 EXTRACTION OF IONS FROM A PLASMA

Hhe Plasma Boundary: Extraction of ions from a plasma boundary is accomplished

by applying a potential, V,- between the exit aperture and an extraction

electrode which is negative with respect to the plasma potential V . At the

exit boundary, a sheath is formed between the plasma surface area, and the ex-

traction electrode which is made of ions extracted from the plasma. Due to the

difference in the mobilities of electrons and positive ions, the plasma potential

V is slightly positive with respect to the walls of the ionization chamber of

the source and usually is of the order of 5 to 20 V.

The ion extraction boundary (meniscus) may assume a variety of shapes de-

pending on the plasma density ne, variations in plasma density, and the potential

^Ex' For flxed 10n s o u rce parameters and low extraction voltage V_ the plasma

will assume a convex shape. As VEx is gradually increased more positive ions are

extracted and the boundary recedes until it becomes flat and finally becomes

concave at appropriately high values of V£x. Since the shape of the extraction

plasma boundary varies with extraction potential V£ and source parameters

(arc current, arc voltage, vapor flow rate, and magnetic field) - i t therefore

acts as the first and most important lens in the system. And thus plays an

important roll in the final angular divergence of the ion beam as well as beam
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quality. Plasma boundary shapes which may result during source operation

are illustrated in figs. 7a, b, c, and d. Plasma distortions due to complex

plasma boundary shapes (fig. 7d) of course aberrates the beam which may

seriously degrade the quality of the ion beam.

The final angular divergence is effected by the plasma boundary

curvature, space charge, electrode geometry, and lens effects of the ex-

traction electrode system. Space charge forces lead to the formation of a

waist in convergent beams (fig. 7a) rather than a sharp cross over. The

virtual focus (or virtual object) serves as the object for the mass analysis

system unless there are additional lenses present. The virtual object will

change during source operation which results in a movement of the image

focal plane of the analyzer. Due to the fact that the source aperture and

the virtual object differ in physical positions, location of beam defining

slits or apertures should be made with this effect in mind. The defining

aperture thus should be positioned at the observed focal point for typical

ion source operation and optimum resolution. The virtual object will be

smaller than the- source extraction aperture and therefore the image in the

plane of analysis will be smaller. Thus it is important in terms of re-

solution to have the beam defining apertures positioned correctly.

Plasma Instabilities. A characteristic of plasma discharge ion sources is

the acoustical phenomenon known as "hash". The oscillations usually span

a frequency range between 20 and 500 KHz and arise whenever the equilibrium

distributions of electrons or ions in the plasma are disturbed. During

periods of such instabilities, ion beams may be intensity modulated up to

100%. The oscillations usually occur near the minimum pressure for a

stable discharge and can be damped considerably by increasing the discharge

chamber pressure slightly. During such oscillations, the extract boundary
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rapidly changes shape in oscillatory fashion and therefore the beam emittance

rapidly varies with time. Also during such oscil lations, equilibrium space

charge compensation is incomplete due to rapid density variations of the

extracted beam.

fke Ion Current. The ion current density which can be extracted from a plasma
3/2boundary generally exhibits a V̂  ' dependence. The form of the current

density versus extraction voltage V- was experimentally determined by

Rautenbach ) to have the form

j - C (§) 1 / 2 V E x
3 / 2 (26)

where the constant C depends on the source deometry, q is the charge, and M

is the mass of the ion. Several experimental verifications of the space charge

limited form of the current density versus extraction voltage (including

Almen and Nielsen ), and Chavet )) have been made

Vj = const __Ex (27)

M A6

where the constant depends on the source geometry and d is the electrode

spacing.

It should be pointed out that many species of ions may be generated in

the plasma with different masses and different charge states and therefore

the space charge limited current may be comprised of many charge states and

ion masses which are in the discharge. The presence of other charge states

and masses will substantially reduce the beam intensity of the desired species.

This is especially true when the ion is generated from a complex molecular

feed material or when an auxilliary discharge support gas is used. Magnetically

analyzed calutron ion current density data from various feed materials versus

atomic number of the desired species as shown in fig. 8 illustrate this point.
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We note that atomic or simple molecular compounds yield the highest current

densities of the desired species while the current densities are much lower

for more complex feed materials in comparison.

Because of the capability of adjusting the source parameters for optimum

production of the desired component, some marginal species differentiation

is possible. As a rule, the source discharge potential should be maintained

at approximately 5x1. where I. is the f irs t ionization potential of the de-

sired species. This setting should roughly correspond to the maximum in the

first ionization curve. Typical electron impact ionization curves are shown

in fig. 9.

Material utilization efficiency. The material utilization efficiency of an

ion source is often an important consideration and is defined as the ratio of

the flux of charged particles, j + , to the total flux of charged and neutral

particles j flowing across the ion extraction boundary or

( 2 8 )

The pos i t ive ion cu r r en t densi ty i s given by the formula of Bohm )

j + = 0.4 qn+ (——•) IC (29)

where k i s Boltzmann's cons tant and TQ i s the e lect ron temperature of the

plasma. The equivalent cur ren t densi ty of neu t ra l s flowing across the sheath

i s given by the well-known formula from the k ine t ic theory of gases

nv kT

o 4- 2TTM

where TQ i s the temperature of the n e u t r a l s of mass, M. Subs t i t u t i ng ex-

pressions (29) and (30) i n t o eq. (28) we obtain

n = (1 + 0.7 ^ ( ^ ) 1 / 2 ) " 1 • (31)
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Ion source performance measurements are very often made inmediately

after extraction and therefore include all ion species generated by the dis-

charge. In such measurements the natural tendency is to adjust all ion

source parameters to achieve a maximum extracted ion current without regard

to beam quality, space charge effects or the spectrum of charges or masses

which make up the extracted beam. Therefore, measurements made under these

conditions are of limited value. The most important component in the

spectrum of ion beams generated by the ion source is the desired ion beam

which must be optimally transmitted through the beam handling equipment. The

ion source parameters and other optical components are adjusted so as to

maximize the current through an aperture at some point after mass analyzation.

The material efficiency measured in this way may be expressed as

where I is the current of the wanted species of charge q and mass M and A is

the area of the ion source extraction aperture.

2 .7 OPTICS OF THE EXTRACTION REGION

Several investigators, including Harrison ) Chevet and Bernas ) ,

Green ) and Thompson ) , have made elementary analyses of the ion optics

of the extraction region of plasma source based on the Langmuir-Blodcjct

theoretical formulations for current flow between cylindrical and spherical

electrodes ) or through simple apertures as treated by Pierce ) and by

Brewer ) . Excellent reviews on the subject has been included in papers

by Green8 '15).
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Important space-charge flow solutions to Poisson's equation have been
38made by langmuir for rectil inear flow between parallel plates' ) and by

Langmuir and Blodgett *") for flow between concentric cylinders and

spheres. Methods of solutions for the cylindrical and spherical geometries

were f i r s t given by Langmuir and Compton ).

Poisson's equation for the potential distribution in the presence of

space charge density : is

?~p = - f - (33)
"0

where -: is the permittivity of free space. Equation (33) can be solved

analytically for the current I flowing in a planar diode (parallel plate)

configuration which is

In terms of perveance P, the solution is

p . A /A.l/Z _ 4 ,2e>l/2 Ac
P " ^372 ( Z } " 9 Eo ( M ^ J

(parallel plate geometry)

where V is the potential difference and d is the spacing between the anode

and cathode, q is the charge on the electron, M is the mass of the proton,

A,is the area of the cathode, M is the atomic weight of the ion, and e
*̂ C

is the permittivity of free space.

In general, analytic solutions cannot be obtained for the concentric

cylindrical and spherical electrode configurations and therefore approximate

solutions must be made. For rectil inear current flow in the cylindrical

geometry, the solution to Poisson's equation is taken to be
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3 / 2

where a(r / r ) is a dimensionless parameter which is a function of the ratioa c
of the anode r to cathode r radi i . I t can be shown that the parameter aa c

has the series solution

a = Y " 0.3Y2 + O.O75Y3 . . . (37)

with y = in r /r . In terms of perveance P, eq. (36) becomesa c

p - I rA^/2 _ 16TT ,2eJ/2 zo

(spherical geometry) . (38)

Simi"Marly an expression for the current flowing between two concentric

cylinders can be 0. ained

8^r,

a

where 1 is the length of the cylindrical system. The perveance for this

geometry is
p _ I f A , l / 2 _ 8ix f 2 e s l / 2 _ 1P " 3̂72 ¥ " T %] "0 ^ T

cl

(cylindrical geometry) . (40)

The function a(r./r ) has the solution
a C

6 = Y
 - |

where again Y = in r^/r^. Values for a, S, and Y have been tabulated as a

function of r./r and r_/r, by Langmuir and Blodgett ' ).
ct C C a

The previous expressions have been applied to the two electrode ex-

raction geometry i l lustrated in f i g . 10 to obtain the space charge limited

flow between the curved sector segments of solid spherical or cylindrical
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electrodes. The cathode is taken to be r. and the anode radius r is cal-
C o

culated from the difference between r and d, the anode spacing.

Because of similiarities between the solid electron and ion emission

plasma boundaries, several investigators have proposed that the same

analytical procedure can be applied to the case of ion emission from a

curved plasma boundary. Application of the procedure to the case of emission

from a spherical sector boundary of aperture radius yields an expression

for the perveance P

- 1-72 "ID"7 *l(l " ̂ f^ rc

(spherical emission boundary) (42)

and

(cylindrical emission boundary)(43)

for the case of a cylindrical sector emission boundary of width 2a (after

Green )). In both cases, it is assumed that r » d. The expansion has been

carried to order d/r .

If we define the perveance P in terms of the perveance for the parallel

plate arrangement for protons, ?c for the two types of extraction apertures

then

P = Pc(l - 1.6-^-) (circular aperture) (44)
c

and

p = p fi _ n.R
rP = Pc(l - 0.8-J-T) (slit aperture). (45)
c

Whenever the radius of curvature of the plasma is positive P < P and

the angular divergence is convergent. Conversely, whenever the radius of the
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plasma is negative, P > P and the beam is divergent. Thus we see that

space charge limited currents may vary depending on the source discharge

parameters.

The previous analysis does " *• take into consideration the presence of

the aperture in the second electrjde which alters the particle trajectories

because of transverse electric f ie ld components. The effect of this aperture

52
may be analyzed in terms of the well-known Oavissoi *blick ) thin lens

formula taking into account modification of the vacuum f ield by the presence

of space charge (V »> 4/3 V)(see the analysis made by Green ) ) . The angular

divergence * for a circular aperture of radius a is found to be

* s "3cf ( c i r c u l a r aperture) (46)

and for a s l i t aperture of width 2a we have

<|i = | -j ( s l i t aperture) . (47)

Assuming the fact that the i n i t i a l angle is convergent, 9 s a/r and

making substitutions for r in Eqs. (46) and (47) we obtain

5 a P
M y ( 1 - p ) (circular aperture) (48)

and
p9 s l f (1 ~T] (s1it

The f inal angle.after passing through the second aperture,(assumed to be of

the same size as the extraction aperture) is

and

= 8-* = -g J (1 - 1.67 ^-) (circular aperture) (50)

= 9-* = 1.41 | (1 - 1.47 £-) (slit aperture). (51)
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These expressions, even though very approximate, i l lus t ra te how the

angular divergence is affected through changes in the plasma boundary

curvature which are effected through changes of the discharge parameters.

The forms of the expressions suggest an optimum perveance for minimum

angular divergence, i.e.

P
P . = y-Sy (circular aperture) (52)

Pmin s T^7 ( s l i t aperture) . (53)

Although absolute divergence {* = 0) may be desirable in order to

transport the beam through limited acceptance beam transport systems, this

mode of operation is not compatible with maximum resolution where sharp

virtual object are desirable. Therefore, i t is desirable to operate the

source with angular divergence whenever high resolution is required. (Due

to thermal velocity spreads of the heavy particles in the plasma, the minimum

perveance is never zero and relatively sharp virtual objects exist in

practice.)

Several experimental measurements have been made which verify

these previous quali tat ive productions. Figure 11 i l lust rates the

dependence of angular diverge w on perveance and extraction gap as determined

by several invest igators 4 4 ' 5 4 ' 8 8 ) .

In addition of a th i rd electrode between the ground and extraction

electrodes which is maintained at a negative V" potential relative to ground

wi l l also alter the f inal angular divergence. This electrode permits a

change in perveance without changing the energy of the ion beam, adds and
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additional controllable optical element in the extraction system and prevents

electrons generated by the ion beam and residual background from back gas

streaming to the source thus reducing space charge neutralization of the

beam. Figure 12 shows schematically a three element circular aperture

electrode system which as been studied by Cooper et al. ) by computational

analyses. Coupland et zl. ) have experimentally analyzed a three element

extraction system si mi liar to that shown in fig. 12 and found that the in-

crease in divergence due to the introduction of a third electrode can be ex-

pressed as

where r. is the beam diameter through the electrodes, d, is the first gap and

dp is the second.

2 . 8 EXTRACTION ELECTRODE DESIGN

Ion optics and extraction electrode optimization have been made con-

siderably easier by the development of sophisticated computer codes which

can calculate in a self-consistent manner, ion beam trajectories (including

space charge) through real electrode geometries. The program, after arriving

at a self consistent solution to Poisson's equation then calculates the

current density across the plasma in iterative steps until a minimum

variation in density is obtained. The program is attributable to Kirstein

and Hornsby ) and developed further by Bates56).
CO

Computations have been made by Cooper et al. ) to optimize the design

of the three element circular aperture electrode systems shown in fig. 12.
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Beam optical calculations have also been made with a similiar code by
57 5ftWhealton e~ .:!. ). Examples of such calculations are shown in fig. 13.

comparisons of beam trajectories, equipotentials and plasma boundaries for

ion extraction from slit and circular apertures are made.

Experimentally, Coupland ez al. ) have carefully evaluated a three

element circular aperture electrode system similiar to the configuration of

fig. 12. The most critical parameter was found to be the ratio of the radius

of the extraction aperture r, to the first electrode gap d or S - r,/d with

the highest current densities obtained at S <_ 0.5. The optimum beam di-

vergence for the system was found to be m = ±1.2°. The measured perveance

of the system at minimum beam divergence agreed well with values predicted

with the si.nple model based on the Langmuir-Blodgett formula for the

spherical electrode system.

As a matter of practical importance in the design of the electrode system

the value or d should be chosen so that sparking is minimized and voltage
54 59

breakdown does not occur. Coupland et al. ) and Hamilton ) have shown
that the maximum voltage Vn that can be applied across a gap d is given by

VB = 6 x 10
4 d1/2 [v] . (55)

In sources ./here condensable vapors are emitted, additional sparking and

perhaps voltage breakdowns may result due to deposits on the extraction

electrode system.

2.9 TYPES OF PLASMA DISCHARGE SOURCES

Several types of plasma ion sources exist which are being used with a

variety of accelerators. The sources principally differ in the means of
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producing the discharge or the physical arrangement for extracting the ions

from the plasma.

Duoplasmatrov, Ion Sources - The duoplasmatron ion source, described by Von

Ardenne ) is widely used at accelerator i ns ta l l a t i ons , pr imari ly for the pro-

duction of ion beams from noncorrosive gaseous materials. Many versions of

the source have been described in the l i t e ra tu re ' ) . The characterist ics

of the source plasma have been determined by Demirkhanov at al. ) ,

Kistemaker et al. ) , and Lejeune ).

A discharge is maintai> id between a hot cathode and an anode. A strong

magnetic inhomogeneous f i e l d ( J - 1 0 kG) maintained between an intermediate

electrode and the anode concentrates the discharge near the extraction aperture

in the anode region by the action of the f i e l d . The plasma in the anode region

attains densit ies of the order of n s 1 x 10 from which ion beams are ex-

t racted. The source is characterized by high eff iciency (greater than 80% for

hydrogen) and high current densit ies.

Although the source is used primari ly fo r noncorrosive gaseous materials,

versions have been constructed which can be used with low pressure and

corrosive materials. The source of Masic, Warnecke, and Sautter ) designed

for use in an isotope separator is shown in f i g . 14. The required feed vapor

is introduced in the expansion cup while the primary discharge is sustained

with helium or argon. The source of I l lgen et a l . ) designed for mult iply

charged ion production is also shown in f i g . U . The source is f i t t ed with a

ring shaped vaporized oven between the intermediate electrode and the anode

for processing sol id materials.
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F. adz o frequency Ion Sources. The radiofrequency discharge has been investigated
CD 7"?

by several experimenters ^ ) . The discharge is effected by an rf oscillator

with frequencies in the range of 1 to TOO MHz required to excite the discharge.

An axial magnetic field is usually employed to direct the discharge and the

ions are extracted through a canal in one end of the chamber. The source

generally requires an order of magnitude higher gas pressure (10" to 10" Torr)

than conventional hot cathode discharge sources. Proton currents of the order
72of 100 mA have been obtained in pulsed mode operation ). The source is

generally used for simple gases but versions which can be used to produce beams

from more complex gases and solids have been reported ).

Penning Discharge Ion Sources. The Penning discharge ion source consists Of

two cathodes placed at the ends of a cylindrical hollow anode. Electrons,

produced in the discharge, oscillate between the cathodes and are constrained

from moving to the anode cylinder by means 3f magnetic field directed parallel

to the axis of the anode.

Versions of the source exist for which ion extraction is made through

an aperture in the wall of the anode (side extraction) or through an aperture

in one of the cathodes (end extraction). Some sources employ hot cathodes

which emit electrons thermionically to initiate the discharge while others use

cold cathodes where electrons are emitted principally by secondary processes.

The cathode, in the hot cathode version, may be directly or indirectly heated.

An example of a hot cathode Penning source is shown in fig. 15. The

source was originally designed for use in a small isotope separator by
27

Nielson ). A wide variety of materials may be processed in the ion source

by external feed of gaseous materials, direct evaporation of solids in either

of two ovens having a temperature range of 600 to 12OO°C, or by halogenation
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of heated oxides or elemental materials. Typically, ion currents of a few

to several hundred yA are produced by a source of this type.

The cold cathode Penning source is used primarily to produce ions from

gaseous materials but i ts range of capability may be extended by direct

vaporization, internal systhesis or the use of the sputtering technique.

The side extraction version is the principal source used ir> cyclotrons and is

one of the most pro l i f ic generators of multiply charged heavy ions in

existence.

Hollow Cathode Ion Sources* A hollow cathode ion source, developed by

Sidenius for use in electromagnetic isotope separation processes" ), is shown

in f i g . 16 The hollow cathode ion source relies on emission of electrons from

a thin wall tube which may be heated directly or self-heated to maintain the

discharge. The source uses a helically wound tungsten filament to heat the

cathode to emitting temperatures. The oven temperature may be varied between

20Q and 2000°C by regulating i ts position in the innermost tube of the source.

Analyzed beams of 400 uA of argon and 150 pA of lead have been observed

using a 0.5 mm dia. exit aperture. The magnetic f ie ld produced by the cathode

heating filament is canceled by the windings of the auxi l l iary magnet co i l .

Freeman Source. The source shown in f i g . 1"* was developed for use with an

electromagnetic isotope separator by Freeman and therefore has a capability
25of producing a wide variety of ion beams ). The controllable temperature

range of the source oven lies between 550 and noo°C. The source oven is

also equipped with an in let for introducing halogenating agents such as CCI4

or C1F.J. Ion beams of the platinum or palladium groups of metals may also

be produced by mounting a sputtering probe made of the material in the rear
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of the discharge chamber. The cathode is a tantalum or tungsten rod with a

f la t emitting surface, mounted 3 mm behind a s l i t aperture (1.5 x 42 mm2).

An auxil l iary magnetic f ie ld of 0-150 G is maintained parallel to the axis

of the cathode. The source produces analyzed currents up to a few mA of

most elemental materials.

Magnetron Ian Sources. The magnetron source developed for use in mass

spectrometry by Perovic ) and Cobic et al. ) is similar in principle

to the Freeman source. The primary difference is that the magnetron source

filament is coaxial with the discharge chamber and auxiliary magnetic f i e l d .

The magnetron discharge exhibits an abrupt cutoff at magnetic f ie ld

strengths of a few hundred Gauss. Ion beams of metals may be produced by

biasing a metal probe, made of the material of interest, negative with

respect to discharge chamber or by coating the cathode with the material

to be vaporized. The source has a s l i t extraction aperture of 2 x 50 mm2

and produces ion currents of gases up to a few mA.

Calutron Type Sources. The calutron source is a side extraction, hot

cathode source with a s l i t extraction aperture and was original ly designed

to operate within the main magnetic f ie ld volume of the large scale calutron
29

isotope separators ). Several smaller versions of the source have been de-

signed and constructed for use outside the main magnetic f i e ld and therefore

ut i l ize small auxill iary magnets to direct the discharge ). The discharge

is effected by a hot filament located at one end of the discharge chamber.

The source is very versatile and may be used with gases, elemental and

molecular solids or internal chemical synthesis. The controllable temperature
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range of the source is approximately 300 to 1100°C. Ion beams up to 200 mA
2

have been obtained from a source with extraction aperture of 4.8 x 127 mm .

The material utilization efficiency from the large scale source ranges from

5 to greater than 30%. A modified version of a calutron ion source is shown

in fig. 18.

74The Bemas-Nier configuration ) of the source is similiar to the calutron

except in this version the filament is irounted within the discharge chamber

instead of at the outside as generally used in calutron sources.

Ion Sources Using Sputtering. The sputtering phenomenon provides a useful

means of producing vapors of metallic materials for ionization in an ion source.

The method is particularly attractive for producing ion beams of metals with

vapor pressures outside the temperature range of the particular ion source.

The method can be incorporated in most plasma sources by inserting a metal

probe in the discharge. The probe is maintained at a negative potential with

respect to the plasma and the probe material is subsequently sputtered into

the discharge by positive ion bombardment.

The sputter ion source of Hill and Nelson ) is shown in fig. 19. A

gaseous discharge is created between a helically wound hot cathode filament

and the anode which has a circular aperture for ion extraction. The filament

produces a small magnetic field which directs the discharge. A sputter probe,

mounted at the rear of the discharge chamber, is maintained at negative

potentials up to 2 k\' with respect to the anode. After generation of an

adequate partial pressure of the sputtered material the support gas (usually

Ar, Kr or Xe) can be reduced and the discharge becomes self sustaining.
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An axial extraction geometry source designed and developed by Alton )

shown in f i g . 20, is equipped with a sputter probe and vaporization oven and

thus can be used either as a sputter source or conventional oven source.

The source is equipped with a permanent magnet for producing a transverse

magnetic f ie ld {<_ 350 G) and can be operated with or without the

auxi l l iary f i e ld . Polarity reversal permits operation as a high intensity

negative ion source when cesium is used in the reservoir. The source

produces beams of positive ions of a few to a few hundred uA depending on

the particular element.

3 . SURFACE IONIZATION SOURCES

The surface ionization phenomenon offers a means of efficiently pro-

ducing ion beams of several elements. Such sources are characteristically

very efficient, simple in construction and easy to operate. Sources have

been constructed for the production of ion beams from the alkali, alkali

earth, and the rare earth metals. The mechanism for ionization depends on

the difference between the work function, W, of a heated metal such as tungsten

and the ionization potential, $, of the element in question. The ratio of

positive ions, n+, to neutral atoms, n leaving the heated surface is given

by the Langmuir-Saha equation

(56)
"o M " V

where R+ and RQ are the reflection coefficients of the positive and neutral

particles at the surface, g+ and gQ are stat ist ical weighting factors, T is

the absolute temperature and k is Boltzmann's constant. The optimum ionization



efficiencies are obtained for high work function materials and low ionization

potential atomic species. Two of the surface ionization sources of Daley
77 78£t at, ) are shown in fig. 21. The metal vapor is diffused through a

heated porous tungsten ionizer which is subjected to a constant stream of

oxygen to raise the work function to approximately 6 eV.

Many metallic ions may be produced by heating the metal oxide or halide

to a very high temperature in a high work function crucible. The ion source
79of Johnson et it, ) is shown in fig. 22. The source functions by heating a

tungsten crucible containing one of the halides of the rare earth r_tals to

approximately 2800°C. Thermal dissociation of the halide releases elemental

rare earth atoms which make many collisions with the crucible walls before

being emitted. The source has been used to generate a wide variety of rare

earth species with material utilization efficiencies greater than 7Q% recorded

for europium and samarium.

4. OTHER METHODS OF HEAVY ION PRODUCTION

In the previous sections, we have confined ourselves to discussions of

widely used and more conventional types of heavy ion sources. However, it

should be pointed out that there are other advancing technologies which

should be briefly mentioned here. Specifically, the use of high power lasers,

the phenomenon of electron cyclotron resonance (ECR), electron bombardment

(EBIS), and microwave power in the production of heavy ion beams are being

used by a few groups.

Laser Ion Sources. Although the technique of ionization by high density laser

beam interaction with vaporous materials appears to be very attractive, it has

been used wery sparingly in ion source applications such as reported recently

DV Goldhar et al.B0).
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The technique is appealing in that i t offers potentially, a means of

differentially selecting the desired species for ionization. However,

there are no lasers available today which have sufficient power in the

wavelength region required for efficient and direct ionization of most

elemental materials. Therefore, multiple photon interactions are necessary

for the excitation and ionization of a particular atom which requires an

extremely high photon density in the interaction volume.

zleoivov. Cyclotron Hesoriance Plasma Scurses. Electron cyclotron resonance
81has been very successfully used by Geller et al. ) as a means of generating

multiply charged heavy ions. The technique has not been applied, to our

knowledge, for the specific generation of low charge state ions. However, the

concept is particularly appealing in that the lifetime of such a source would

be very long.

Electron Impact Ionization Courses. Electron impact ionization sources (EBIS)

are being used by groups in Germany, France, and Russia for the production

of very high charge state ions. The technique is attractive only for the

production of multiply charged ions and therefore is not appropriate for
82discussion here. The reader is referred to articles by Donets ) , Arianier

and Goldstein83), Clausnitzer &t a t . 8 4 ) , and Becker and Klein85), for specific

details about the apparatus and the techniques.

Microwave Ion Sources. Sakudo et al. ) have developed a multiple aperture

ion source for* fusion reactor related research and a s l i t type source suitable

for use with ion implantation device or electromegnetic isotopes separators

which uses microwave power for plasma generation. A schematical representation
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of the slit type source is shown in fig. 23. The discharge is initiated and

sustained by microwave induced excitation and ionization of the gaseous feed

material. The oscillatory frequency of the microwave generator is 2.45 GHz.

Wave guide techniques are used to efficiently transmit several hundred watts

of microwave power to the discharge volume which is effective in producing

a highly ionized plasma. The discharge volume is designed to be compatible

with ion extraction from slit apertures. Analyzed beams of Pt- of 10 mA have
2

been observed from an exit aperture of 2 x 40 mm . This technique appears

to be very promising, especially for gaseous feed materials, but requires

specific knowledge and experience in microwave transmission and coupling

techniques in order to efficiently transmit hundreds of watts of power to

the ion source discharge volume. The source, because of the nature of the

plasma generation technique, should have a very long lifetime unless the

exposed dielectric components degrade due to exposure to discharge deposits

and chemically corrosive materials.

5. Conclusions

The intent of the present article has been to review in a limited sense

the more commonly used types of heavy ion sources suitable for low energy

accelerator use. Particular emphasis has been placed on hot cathode plasma

discharge sources and their technology because of their wide range of ion

species capabilities. Because of the tremendous amounts of technological

information concerning the many types and varities of heavy ion sources de-

scribed in the literature, precludes a comprehensive review of the subject.

The reader is, therefore, encouraged to consult the referenced literature for

detailed information concerning particular ion sources and their associated

technologies.
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Figure Captions

1. Calutron ion source fluorination system for the platinum-palladium metals

(ref. 3 4 ) ) .

2. Typical hot cathode plasma discharge ion source geometries.

3. Double layer sheath formation surrounding a biased hot filament.

4. Potential variation near the sheath double layer illustrating the field

penetration 6.

5. Schematic of a ribbon plasma discharge of length Z with field penetration

<S at the ends.

6. Theoretical cathode lifetime limited by physical sputtering.

7. Illustration of possible plasma boundary curvatures during ion extraction

which may be effected by changes in plasma density or extraction param ">rs.

a) Concave meniscus; b) flat meniscus; c) convex meniscus; d) complex

curvature which leads to beam aberrations.

8. Magnetically analyzed ion current density data as a function of atomic

mass. Ion currents represent maximum values observed for the respective

specie. (Calutron data from ref. ).

9. Ionization cross sections as a function of electron bombarding energy

(ref. 89).

10. Simplified ion optics in the extraction region of a two electrode system.

11. Experimentally determined ion beam angular divergences during extraction.

Coup!and et at. ); curve A - theoretical curve B - experimental angular

divergence versus perveance (I constant, V varied); curve C - experimental

angular divergence versus perveance (V constant; I varied).

44Chavet-Bernas ); curve A - experimental angular divergence versus

extraction electrode gap. Curve A - xenon ion beam; curve B - argon ion beam.
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Figure Captions (continued)

88Raiko ). Variation of angular divergence with perveance for different

extraction electrode gaps.

12. Three electrode ion extraction system.

13. Computational analyses of slit and circular aperture extraction system

(Whealton57))

H . Heavy ion duoplasmatron sources-Masic at al. ) and Illgen at at. ).

15. Hot cathode Penning discharge source ).

16. Hollow cathode source ).
or

17. Freeman ion source ).

18. Calutron ion source ).

19. Sputter source75).

20. Positive or negative ion source ).
77 7fl

21. Surface ionization sources ).

22. High temperature surface ionization source79).

23. Microwave generated plasma discharge source87).
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